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Highlights
Size is fundamental to the structure
and function of cells and tissues.
To maintain cell size in populations
of actively dividing cells, a careful
balance between cell growth and
division must be established.
Advances in live cell imaging and
lineage tracking, together with
computational modelling, are al-
lowing hypotheses based on the
behaviour of unicellular organisms
to be tested in multicellular tissues
of higher plants.
Cell size homeostasis as observed
at the tissue level appears to be an
emergent property of a dynamic
system that links cell growth, cell
size, and cell-cycle progression at
the level of individual cells, and is
dependent on environmental and
developmental conditions.Size is a fundamental property that must be tightly regulated to ensure that cells and tissues
function efficiently. Dynamic size control allows unicellular organisms to adapt to environmental
changes, but cell size is also integral to multicellular development, affecting tissue size and struc-
ture. Despite clear evidence for homeostatic cell sizemaintenance, we are only now beginning to
understand cell size regulation in the actively dividing meristematic tissues of higher plants. We
discuss here how coupled advances in live cell imaging and modelling are uncovering dynamic
mechanisms for size control mediated at the cellular level. We argue that integrated models
of cell growth and division will be necessary to predict cell size and fully understand multicellular
growth and development.
Size Control and Cell Division
The cell is the basic unit of life: a contained space that isolates reactions from the surrounding envi-
ronment and forms the basic building block of tissue structure. The evolution of cells is thought to
have improved the efficiency of essential processes, but the success of this strategy is dependent
on size [1]: a small cell may have limited biosynthetic capacity or fail to assemble intracellular struc-
tures, but a large cell may be limited by the rate at which molecules are able to diffuse across it.
Size can also affect the physical properties of the cell, such as strength and extensibility [2], which
may impact on tissue growth. Size may also affect transmission of signalling molecules and special-
ised functions such as those of stomata [3]. Optimum cell size therefore varies according to species,
cell type, and environment, and must be tightly regulated.
Various strategies could control size during postmitotic growth [4], but regulation of cell size be-
comes more challenging if cells are also actively dividing. Each division removes a large cell from
the population and replaces it with two smaller cells, and therefore cells must on average double
in size before dividing if cell size is to be maintained. Our best understanding of how growth and di-
vision are balanced comes from unicellular organisms [5], in which cell-autonomous mechanisms
regulate the progression of the cell cycle through a series of cell size checkpoints. Although active
at the level of individual cells, these dynamic mechanisms result in the emergence of coordinated be-
haviours that can be observed at the population level and allow cell size to respond to changes in
environmental conditions.
Many growing multicellular tissues are also composed of populations of actively dividing cells, but
much less is known about cell size regulation in these contexts. In plants, compensatory trade-offs be-
tween cell size and cell numbers mean that changes in cell size often have no on effect overall organ
size [6,7]. One interpretation of this observation is that tissue growth is the primary target of regula-
tion, and cell division plays an essentially passive role in subdividing the resulting volume according
to fixed rules. However, new studies are showing that such responses may in fact be the result of much
more dynamic cell size control mechanisms that operate at the level of individual cells, and that may
play a significant role in shaping the structure of the tissue. We review here how time-lapse imaging,
lineage tracking, and mathematical modelling are being used to uncover dynamic, cell-level behav-
iours in plant meristematic tissues (see Glossary), and we discuss how these cell size control mecha-
nisms may contribute to multicellular processes such as tissue growth and patterning.
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Several mechanisms for cell size control in mitotically active populations have been proposed (Figure 1)
[8]. Assuming that all cells within a tissue grow at a constant rate, and divisions are symmetric, cell size canTrends in Plant Science,--, Vol.--, No.-- https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tplants.2019.09.005
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Glossary
Absolute growth rate (AGR): the
total amount of biomass pro-
duced by a cell or tissue per unit
time.
Floral primordia: the group of
cells that will develop to become a
flower.
Meristematic tissues: plant tis-
sues containing undifferentiated
and mitotically active cells that
support continuous development.
Relative growth rate (RGR): the
amount of new growth produced
per unit time relative to the start-
ing size of the cell or tissue.
Shoot apical meristem (SAM): a
small, domed structure found at
the tip of the growing shoots that
houses stems cells at its centre
and initiates primordia on its
flanks that develop into leaves
and flowers.
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is equal to the time required for cells to double in size then a stable distribution of cell sizes will be pro-
duced, but, if not, this mechanism can lead to an increasing degree of variation [9]. Nonlinear growth
coupled with cell-to-cell variation makes this type of system insufficient to regulate cell size in unicellular
organisms [5,10], but the evolution of tissue-level signals in multicellular organisms might provide suffi-
cient coordination between cells to make a timer mechanism feasible. Evidence from animal cells is con-
flicting [10], but the presence of shared walls between plant cells could further improve coordination in
plant tissues by providing mechanical constraints to growth and prevent migration.
In support of the tissue-level hypothesis of cell size control, classic experiments identified that plant
cells are dependent on growth hormones andmitogens to sustain population growth in culture: auxin
for growth and cytokinin for division [11]. These hormones are also essential for establishing and
maintaining actively dividing stem cell pools in planta, and extensive crosstalk ensures that their
antagonistic activities are balanced [12,13]. Despite this regulation, many studies have shown that
growth rates vary considerably from cell to cell, even between neighbours [14–20]. Furthermore,
the geometric and topological rules that govern division-plane orientation mean that cells do not al-
ways divide symmetrically, and daughter cells of unequal sizes are frequently produced [21–23]. Mul-
tiple recent models agree that, when these sources of cell-to-cell variation are included in simulations
of plant cell size [15,16,18], timer models using fixed cycle lengths are insufficient to maintain the con-
stant distribution of cell sizes seen in the shoot apical meristem (SAM). In fact, a timer mechanism
might be used to amplify differences in cell size in the developing leaf epidermis [19]. The failure
of these simulations to generate stable cell sizes over time demonstrates that, even though tissue-
level signals may establish a broad coordination between growth and division, a mechanism is still
necessary to remove variation in size at the level of the individual cell (Figure 2).
To understand better how cell size is regulated, live cell imaging and lineage tracking have been used
to follow growth and division of individual cells (Box 1). Serrano-Mislata and colleagues created
abnormally large SAM cells by transiently inducing a block in the cell cycle [15]. When this block
was removed, the cells divided more rapidly than normal and returned towards a smaller size. Similar
corrective cycles are also observed when large cells are generated through unequal divisions [16,18],
suggesting that cell-cycle length is not fixed, but instead is variable and acts tomaintain cell size close
to the population average. In contrast to timer models, models including this corrective, inverse rela-
tionship between cell size and cell-cycle length are sufficient to maintain a constant cell size distribu-
tion [16,18]. This demonstrates that the behaviour of individual cells is significant to the coordinated
behaviour of the tissue.Regulation of Cell Size Is Dynamic
How the relationship between cell size and cell-cycle progression is orchestrated is less clear. The
simplest possibility is that some dimension of the cell is directly limiting, such that division is inhibited
until an absolute threshold size is reached (Figure 1B). For example, there may be an absolute lower
size limit for mitotic spindle assembly [1]. However, like all other organisms studied, plant cells divide
at a range of different sizes according to environmental conditions [18], suggesting that they do not
normally divide at this absolute minimum size. A flexible size for division can be created if, instead of
directly blocking cell-cycle progression, cell size indirectly inhibits cell-cycle progression via an effect
on a process or molecule required for cell division. Because the relationship between this intermedi-
ate or proxy and cell size is likely to depend on multiple parameters, division can be triggered at a
range of different sizes depending on a combination of internal and external conditions. Importantly,
this means that cell size at division is a dynamic process that is determined on a cell-by-cell basis.
Various proxies for cell size have been suggested, including cellular growth rate [24], metabolic rate
[25], and the volumetric or geometric ratios between different cellular compartments [26,27]. At the
molecular level, information about these processes or dimensions must be integrated into the cell
cycle either through cell-size dependent production, activation, or dilution of cell-cycle regulators
[28] (Box 2). In rod-shaped fission yeast, the subcellular localisation of upstream regulators of the2 Trends in Plant Science,--, Vol.--, No.--
Figure 1. Comparison of Proposed Mechanisms for Cell Size Control.
Multiple theories of cell size control have been proposed [8,9].
The key features of these mechanisms are illustrated above.
(A) In the ‘timer’ mechanism, there is no active control of cell size. Cells divide after a set amount of time has elapsed. This can result in a steady-state if cells
double in size before dividing, but if cells grow exponentially then differences in cell size at the beginning of the cycle will not be removed.
(B) Cell division could be inhibited until a fixed threshold size is reached, for example, the minimum volume required for spindle assembly. If size directly
triggers division, variation in cell size would be removed in a single cycle.
Trends in Plant Science,--, Vol.--, No.-- 3
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Figure 2. Comparison of Cell Size Control through Tissue- and Cell-Level Mechanisms.
(A) In the first model, cell growth and division are regulated by tissue-level hormonal signals. The ratio of signals
received by a cell determines the balance between growth and division, and hence its size at division. Cells with
different birth sizes, but receiving the same tissue-level signals, are expected to divide after the same amount of
time.
(B) In the second model, cell growth rate and division rate are hypothesized to be dependent on cell size as well as
being regulated by tissue-level signals. This creates feedback and coordination between the two processes at the
level of the cell. Cells of different birth sizes are expected to divide after different amounts of time despite receiving
the same tissue-level signals.
(C) Output of a tissue-level mechanism. Cell size is shown over multiple cycles. The purple bar indicates a single cycle. If
growthanddivisionarecorrectly balanced, cell sizewillbemaintainedover successivedivisioncycles.Becausegrowthand
division rates are set by tissue-level signals that are receivedby all cells, large and small cells divide after the sameamount
of time, and differences in cell size introduced through an unequal division (arrowhead) are not removed in subsequent
cycles. Repeated unequal divisions will result in increasing variation in cell size.
(D) In a system including cell-level control, cell-cycle length is inversely dependent on cell size such that large cells
divide more rapidly than small cells. Size discrepancies introduced through unequal division (arrowhead) are
removed in subsequent cycles.
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how the nuclear concentrations of key cell-cycle regulators themselves change [29–31]. Positive reg-
ulators of the plant cell cycle such as the D-type CYCLINS and negative regulators such the KIP-
RELATED PROTEINs (KRPs) have antagonistic dose-dependent effects on meristematic cell size
[15,18]. Although this appears consistent with a budding yeast-like system, the exact molecular mech-
anism in plants remains to be determined.
Understanding the exact nature of themolecular systemwill be important because proxymechanisms
have been shown to produce a range of different outputs based on their structure and dynamics. AnFigure 1. Continued
(C) More likely, cells use a proxy to integrate information about cell size into cell-cycle progression. In this example, size-dependent accumulation of a
positive regulator of the cell cycle triggers cell division and results in faster cell division in larger cells. Depending on the exact relationship between the
trigger and cell size, it may take one or more cycles to remove variation in cell size. The absolute size of cells at division is flexible; for example, if production
of the regulator per unit volume of cytoplasm is increased, then cells divide at smaller sizes.
(D) In the final model, cells divide after they have grown or ‘added’ a fixed increment of volume. If cells divide symmetrically, variation in cell size will be
removed over several cycles until the increment added per cycle is equal to the birth size of new cells.
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Box 1. Using Single-Cell Data to Understand Tissue Behaviours
Even within clonal populations, the cell cycle will tend to become asynchronous within a few generations. This
makes it difficult to study regulatory changes that take place at specific points in the cell cycle. In unicellular
organisms, this problem can be overcome by using culture methods to create synchronised growth and divi-
sion either by employing a temporary block to the cell cycle or by selecting subsets of cells from mixed pop-
ulations [53]. Once cell-to-cell variation has been removed, the behaviour of individual cells can easily be in-
ferred from behaviours detected at the population level. For example, experiments where synchronised
cultures were split in two, with half in nutrient-rich medium and half in nutrient-poor medium, identified correc-
tive division behaviours that allowed the populations to adapt to their new conditions [54]. These techniques
provide large amounts of biological material that allow the detection of proteins and RNAs through blotting
techniques and biochemical assays, but may also create abnormal behaviours.
Although arabidopsis cells can be grown in liquid culture and can be synchronised using similar techniques
[55], the relevance of the results to developmental contexts is difficult to interpret. Recent advances in live
cell imaging and image analysis mean that intact tissues can now be imaged over multiple days and each in-
dividual cell and its daughters can be tracked over time as they progress through the cell cycle [46,56–59].
Instead of synchronising the behaviour of cells, cell-to-cell variation is utilised to identify different behaviours.
By building computer models based on real measured parameters, the effect of hypothetical growth and di-
vision rules can be compared against real tissues [20,23,60,61]. The power of collecting single-cell data can
be appreciated by the fact that many studies using unicellular organisms are now also collecting data at the
single-cell level [29,62]. In contrast to synchronisation methods, time-lapse methods do not produce large
amounts of material for biochemical analysis, and therefore advances in the development of genetically en-
coded sensors for cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) activity and single-cell omic technologies will be necessary
to complement this new level of detail.
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as ‘adders’ – meaning that all cells add the same absolute volume per cycle (Figure 1D) [31,32].
Detailed statistical analysis demonstrated SAM cells do not behave as classic sizers, but neither do
they match the behaviour expected of classic adders [16]. New models will therefore be necessary
to understand how the intermediate behaviours shown by SAM cells could be generated. Detailed
quantitative data, particularly regarding the production, degradation, and dilution of cell cycle reg-
ulators, will be necessary to inform these models. This raises significant technical challenges because
cell-cycle regulators are often expressed at very low levels and are highly labile, but recent studies
have successfully detected and characterised stochastic variation in the expression of gene products
between neighbouring cells [33,34], and similar approaches may also be successful here. It may also
be necessary to consider the potential effects of multiple mechanisms acting at different stages of the
cell cycle [31,32], the effect of cell size on growth rate [16,24,35], and the potential for additional trig-
gers of division such as tensile stress [36] or local topological networks [21,23] that could override cell
size control.
Dynamic Cell Size Control as a Tool in Multicellular Development
To fully understand cell size control and its effects in a multicellular context, multilevel models that
accurately predict both tissue-level and cell-level behaviours will be required. Historically, many com-
puter models of plant tissue growth have used a perfect sizer rule to trigger cell division as soon as a
fixed threshold size is reached [22,37–39]. We believe that models that can more accurately predict
changes in cell size may improve our understanding of the principles of multicellular development.
First, the relationshipbetween relative growth rate (RGR) and cell sizemight play a role in establishing and
maintaining basic tissue structures. RGR is a strong predictor of cell size at division in size-dependent
models of cell-cycle progression [8], and differences in RGR across a tissue can therefore lead to gradients
of cell sizes and contribute to establishing complex tissue structures such as those found in the leaf
epidermis [40]. Local differences in RGR might be the result of mechanical or physiological constraints
imposed by tissue structure itself, or the result of developmental or environmental signals that reprog-
ramme cellular metabolism or cell-wall structure. Developmentally imposed metabolic restrictions are
common inmammalian tissues where cell growth is primarily driven by an increase in cytoplasmic volume.Trends in Plant Science,--, Vol.--, No.-- 5
Box 2. Searching for Sizers in the Plant Cell Cycle
The eukaryotic cell cycle depends on CYCLIN-DEPENDENT KINASE (CDK) activity reaching critical levels to activate stage-specific transcriptional reg-
ulators [63,64]: the first transition initiates DNA synthesis (G1/S), and the second triggers partitioning of the nuclear and cell contents through the pro-
cess of mitosis (G2/M). CDK activity is regulated by interacting proteins that could integrate information about metabolic status and cell size into cell-
cycle progression (Figure I). Size-dependent cell-cycle regulation could be achieved either through accumulation of an activator or by the dilution of an
inhibitor [8].
CYCLIN (CYC) proteins are the major activating subunits of CDK complexes and are either highly labile or degraded at the end of each cycle [65]. The
synthesis of CYC proteins is tightly linked to the metabolic capacity of the cell [66], and a larger cytoplasmic volume with associated higher biosynthetic
capacity is therefore predicted to attain required threshold level of nuclear CDK activity more rapidly than a smaller cell. Because nuclear volume scales
with cell size through the cell cycle [16,67], a mechanism for counting active CDK molecules within the nucleus is required. This could be achieved by
titrating active transcription factors that are the downstream effectors of CDK signalling against the fixed number of binding sites in the genome [8,30].
This hypothesis explains the well-documented relationship between the number of genome copies and cell size [67–69], but there is only limited sup-
porting experimental evidence [30].
In addition to D-type and B-type CYCs, which in plants are rate-limiting for the G1/S and G2/M transitions, respectively [70,71], phase-specific accumu-
lation of transcriptional activators such as E2F [72] at G1/S and three-repeat MYBs at G2/M [73] could also contribute to initiator/accumulator-type
mechanisms. The plant-specific mitotic CDKBs [74], which unlike CDKA accumulate during the cell cycle, offer an additional point of control.
Negative regulators of the cell cycle can also provide cell size control if diluted or degraded as the cell grows [8]. The best evidence for this comes from
yeast, where dilution of the transcriptional repressor Whi5 is necessary for G1/S [29]. In plants the RETINOBLASTOMA-RELATED (RBR) protein nega-
tively regulates S-phase genes and could play a similar role [75], as could negatively acting three-repeat MYB transcription factors that inhibit G2/M [76].
Plants also possess CDK inhibitors, such as the KIP-RELATED PROTEINS, which inhibit CDK activity at both the G1/S and G2/M transitions [77] and are
known to affect cell size. Quantification of plant cell-cycle regulators together with further modelling will identify which of the potential models for cell
size regulation are feasible.
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Figure I. Generalised Model for Cell Size-Dependent Cell-Cycle Progression
Schematic showing a generalised cell-cycle regulatory module based on increasing CYCLIN-DEPENDENT KINASE (CDK) activity. The concentration of
CDK (grey) remains constant, but interacting proteins and downstream targets with activating (yellow) or inhibitory (blue) effects on cell-cycle
progression change in concentration as the cell grows. Before reaching the CDK activity threshold, the expression of genes regulated by a phase-
specific activating transcription factor (TF) is blocked by the presence of a transcriptional repressor (TR). Phosphorylation (P) of the TR by CDK is
necessary to relieve transcriptional repression and initiate phase-specific activities. A size-dependent increase in CDK activity could be achieved if
either the production of CYCLIN (CYC) activators increases as the cell grows, as a result of increased biosynthetic capacity, or if the concentration of
CDK inhibitor protein (CDKI) is diluted as the cell increases in volume. The amount of CDK activity required for transition could also be lowered as
cell size increases through increased production of positive-acting TFs or dilution of negative-acting TRs.
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proliferate more quickly than their healthy neighbours [41]. In plants, attention has historically focused
mainly on turgor-driven growth, but more recently the role of cytoplasmic growth has also been
highlighted. For example, the TARGET OF RAPAMYCIN pathway, which regulates the basal protein
synthesis rate by controlling the number of active ribosomes, and plays important roles in regulating
cell size in response to sugar and nitrate signalling in yeast and animal cells, has also been identified
in plants [42].
Second, cell size will affect the absolute growth rate (AGR) of the tissue because a tissue made
up of large cells will grow at a higher AGR than a tissue composed of the same number of
smaller cells with the same RGR (Figure 3A). Many domesticated species such as potato
accumulate more biomass than their wild relatives as the result of a global increase in cell
size related to genome duplication [43,44], but local changes in cell size might also be used
developmentally to increase AGR in specific tissues. Because increased RGR is itself predicted
to shift the system towards larger cell sizes, an amplifying effect may be created that could
be a useful morphogenic tool (Figure 3B,C). During the initiation of floral organs, where auxin
locally increases RGR, a concurrent increase in cell size is also observed [18,45,46]. It would
be interesting to know whether this increase in cell size contributes to the rate of biomass
accumulation.
Third, cell size is likely to affect signalling. Positional information is crucial during plant develop-
ment and is often mediated by mobile signals that form instructive gradients or feedback loops
between cells [47]. The distribution of signalling molecules is therefore important, as is the struc-
ture of the tissue that will receive and respond to the signal. This effect has been demonstrated
by comparing patterning in floral primordia with the same overall tissue area but in cells of a
different size [15]. When cells were larger, and consequently fewer, sepal primordia could not
be positioned correctly, and neighbouring organs were often fused. Cell size might also affect
the distribution of passively and actively transported signalling molecules. This is particularly inter-
esting where the signalling molecules might themselves affect cell size, creating feedback [38,48–
51]. Understanding the role of cell size in feedbacks such as these will be central to answering the
question of whether developmental domains are defined in terms of absolute dimensions or cell
numbers.
Finally, cell size regulation may affect synchronicity within the tissue. This is because the more size
corrections are made through longer or shorter cycles, themore asynchronous the cell cycle becomes
between neighbours (Figure 2). In arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) root, most divisions are symmet-
ric, and groups of up to eight clonally related cells initiate DNA synthesis synchronously [52], but in the
SAM, where uneven divisions are more frequent and size corrections are required, the onset of DNA
synthesis is less synchronised [15,18]. The potential significance of cell-cycle position for morphogen-
esis is illustrated by the recent finding that that only cells in the G2 phase of the cell cycle are compe-
tent to respond to a signal that specifies the specialised ‘giant’ cell type in the sepal epidermis [33].
Cell size-related breaking of synchronicity might therefore be advantageous in ensuring a constant
supply of cells for differentiation, and might also contribute to spacing between specialised cell
types.Trends in Plant Science,--, Vol.--, No.-- 7
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Figure 3. Cell Size Control May Affect Tissue Growth and Development
(A) Comparison of the area (black), relative growth rate (RGR, red), and absolute growth rate (AGR, blue) of two cells
with different birth sizes. Both cells grow at the same RGR, but the small cell has a lower AGR and adds less biomass
than the large cell in the same time period.
(B) Putative outputs of a tissue-level model in which cell division is triggered when a fixed threshold size is reached.
If all cells divide at the same absolute size irrespective of conditions (examples i–iii), the same tissue structure is
always produced.
(C) If cell size at division is flexible, the resulting tissue structure will vary according to conditions (examples i–iii). If
the final tissue is defined by the total number of cells, conditions that alter cell size affect the total area of the tissue.
If the final tissue is defined by its total area, conditions that alter cell size will alter total number of cells. Integration
of cell-level models of division into tissue-level models of tissue growth and signalling will allow these relationships
to be explored further.
Outstanding Questions
How do the dynamics of the
network of cell-cycle regulators
contribute to determining cell size?
Are some cell cycles not controlled
by cell size?
Do cells driven primarily by cyto-
plasmic growth control cell size in a
different way from cells driven pri-
marily by turgor-driven growth?
Does cell size control change when
meristematic cells start to differen-
tiate and become more vacuo-
lated?
Are developmental changes in cell
size important in amplifying or fine-
tuning absolute tissue growth
rates?
What feedback loops exist be-
tween cell size, the distribution of
morphogens, and the regulation of
cell growth, and what does this tell
us about whether tissue area is
specified in terms of area or cell
number?
What does the regulation of cell
size in plants tell us about the evo-
lution of multicellularity? To what
extent might the existence of
ancestral cell size control mecha-
nisms have contributed to multi-
cellular development? How univer-
sal are mechanisms controlling
growth in multicellular organisms?
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Current studies are uncovering increasingly strong links between cell size control in unicellular organisms
andmeristematic plant tissues. Instead of dividing according to fixed rules imposed by tissue-level signals,
plant cells showmuchof the sameflexibility andautonomydisplayedbyunicellularorganisms.Newmodels
will nowbe necessary to understand how these same behaviours, that allow unicellular organisms to adapt
to changes in the environment, contribute to the generation of complex cellular structures in multicellular
organisms. This will involve improving our understanding of the molecular basis of cell-level models and
integrating this knowledge into tissue-level models.8 Trends in Plant Science,--, Vol.--, No.--
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titative information regarding the accumulation and dilution regulators will be necessary to under-
stand the dynamics that lead to cell size control at cell-cycle checkpoints. In this work it will be relevant
to question whether cell size is controlled by a singlemechanism, or if multiplemechanisms are neces-
sary to produce the patterns of cell size observed in developing tissues. It will also be interesting to
consider whether accumulation and dilution mechanisms have been actively selected during evolu-
tion, or if they are simply a consequence of reactions being contained within cells. Plant cells also offer
an opportunity to increase our fundamental understanding of cell size control by studying autotrophic
cells that combine cytoplasmic growth with the potential for expansion by turgor-driven growth.
Because plants develop continuously from meristematic tissues, the regulation of cell size in dividing
tissues is of particular importance. Understanding these rules, and how they might affect processes at
different levels of organisation, will not only allow us to understand better how plants grow and
respond to external signals but might also allow us to make predictable changes to tissue structures
in the future (See Outstanding Questions).
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